This paper proposes a Fault-Tolerant Linear Convolution architecture using Residue Number Systems (RNS) and Polynomial Residue Number Systems (PRNS). The RNS and PRNS are both given error-detection capability by the addition of redundant residue channels, and the combined redundancy enables error-correction without explicit error-decoding. The method is simple, fast, and amenable to VLSI implementation.
Introduction
Fault-tolerance (FT) within VLSI systems is to be encouraged as increasing VLSI design complexity heightens the likelihood of component or module failure. The simplest form of FT uses Modular Redundancy (MR) where multiple replication of a component or module identifies system error and extracts the most probable correct o/p (by rejecting the 'odd one out'). The technique is costly in area, a protected system requiring at least three times the area of an unprotected sye tem. More sophisticated error-correction may use Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [l] to protect data at the digit (or bit) level. Another means of FT uses Residue Number Systems (RNS) [2] . RNS operates over independent residue channels, where the computation within each channel occurs over a different modulus. As the channels are independent, any channel fault does not permeate the whole system but affects only the faulty channel. A scheme similar to MR is therefore applicable to RNS by adding extra, redundant, residue channels, but the extra hardware required is a fraction of that required for MR.
The VLSI implementation of Linear Convolution (LC) is a frequent requirement, and can be computed efficiently using a Polynomial Residue Number System (PRNS) [3] , (note, PRNS is a direct extension of RNS into polynomial arithmetic). Beckmann and Musicus [4] proposed the addition of extra, redundant, polynomial residue channels within a PRNS LC to detect and correct errors.
Error-correction is achieved by an exhaustive search for B possible set of valid residues. This is certainly effective.
However, it requires substantial post-processing. An alternative method, suggested in [4], uses estimation for selected channel moduli. This is faeter though sensitive to noise.
In this paper a single error-correcting LC system, similar to that described in [4] , is proposed. However, whereas [4] emphasises LC in the complex field, we embedd LC in a finite integer ring, mod M. This allows us to decompose the PRNS LC using ANS. By adding one extra PRNS channel, a single PRNS channel error is detectable. By also adding one extra RNS channel, the o/p from the errored PRNS channel can be ignored, with r+ nough RNS residues left to compute the required LC result. The error-decoding task, tackled in [4], is averted, at the price, (for single error-correction), of one extra RNS channel, and one less PRNS channel. The method can also be used to correct multiple errors. The system exhibits immediate and simple errorsorrection capability with small, independent processing elements.
RNS and PRNS
Let us perform the linear operation, where R is the i/p dynamic range, and residue of *, mod M.
We can write, means the
where the myi are mutually prime, and n and w, are positive integers.
A RNS solution to (l), using n independent channels, is as follows
The Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) is d to r e construct f(a, a),
Note that, if f(al b) < A4 for all a and b,
We have embedded an integer function in a modular ring in order to use RNS without affecting the o/p. detected and some to be corrected.
PRNS is a direct extension of RNS to the polynomial do. main, and a derivation of PRNS, identical to the above,
where % is the Tnaximum i/p polynomial degree, g(cr(z),b(z) )) is computed > gm wing all n + 1 channels.
The above is equally valid for functions of other than two variablee. In the next section we apply RNS and PRNS to the Linear Convolution (LC) operation and show how, by using the single error detection capability of both RNS and PRNS, a single channel error may be corrected.
Linear Convolution Using RNS/PRNS

Coneider,
where we define a ( . ) as follows, R -1 with 0 5 a k < R. (Similarly for b(z) ). C(Z) is, where a,, b, = 0 for 0 > j _> Rp -1.
We can embedd the polynomial multiplication of (111, in a PRNS whilst embedding the equivalent LC of thr: Single errorsorrection is achieved. Note, the CRTP and CRT modules are not included in the RNS/PRNS protection scheme and must be protected separately.
Ezatnple
To continue the previous example. Let us add m3 = 71 to give ma = 59, ml = 61, = 67 and = 71.
Using these four residue moduli, the RNS has single redundancy. Adding another degreeone polynomial gives 
Multiple Error-correction
RNS:2,PRNS:1
Add a second RNS residue. The scheme corrects up to two PE failures as long as the PES are not in the same row. Correction is achieved by ignoring Row residues from the two Rows errored by the PRNS. The RNS can 'afford' to ignore up to two residues in each column.
RNS:S,PRNS:2
Add two redundant residues for each of RNS and PRNS.
The PRNS can detect up to two errors per row. Hence, the system can afford up to two PE failures.
RNS:t,PRNS:t
This system corrects up to t errore.
Area Assessment
A non-redundant system uses n RNS channels and np PRNS channels. The area increase for t error-correction is,
O((n + t).(np + t)/n-?J)
(201 Increased n and/or np implies a smaller percentage rise in area cost for a given t. For high t, explicit error-
